Vocabulary - Questionnaire

Please answer these questions as honestly as possible.

1. How important is vocabulary work in your lessons?

   not important  1  2  3  4  5  6  essential

2. How important is it for you to revise vocabulary in class?

   not important  1  2  3  4  5  6  essential

3. What tools or techniques do you use in class to help your learners with learning new vocabulary?

   _______________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________

4. How do you advise your learners to learn new words in English?

   _______________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________

5. Put these aspects of teaching into order of importance.
   1 = most important; 5 = least important

   ______ Spelling tests

   ______ Word revision games

   ______ Learner training – how to note pronunciation, stress, etc.

   ______ Collocation exercises – work on which words ‘go together’

   ______ Personalised activities